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Classic stories starring Dog Boy and Mister Blister, as well as several tales of doomed romance and
creepy revulsion, plus a selection of sketchbook excerpts, covers and illustrations.

Charles Burns is the creator of the landmark horror graphic novel Black Hole (in development as a major
motion picture directed by David Fincher). Skin Deep is the third (following El Borbah and Big Baby) of a
series of three volumes reprinting his acclaimed oeuvre up to Black Hole. Skin Deep includes Burns's
popular character Dog Boy (a red-blooded all-American boy with the transplanted heart of a dog) and the
classic strip "Dog Days," in which a hash-slinging vixen wags her tail at our fearful hero. The book also
collects "Burn Again," which features a strange fella named Bliss Blister, claiming to bring the Word of
God, but some fear he brings something evil and profane. In "A Marriage Made in Hell," a young wife's
flesh tingled with passion, but the sight of her made her husband's skin crawl. Was the love-knot she tied
really a hangman's noose? These tales of doomed romance set a tone for the rest of Skin Deep. In addition to
the comics, Skin Deep includes several pages of new illustrations reprinted from Burns's sketchbooks as well
as covers and other pieces from foreign editions of Burns's work. 96 pages of b/w comics
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From reader reviews:

Robert Pinkerton:

The book Skin Deep can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Why must we leave the great thing like a book Skin Deep? A few of you have a different opinion
about publication. But one aim in which book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right
now, try to closer with the book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you can give for each
other; you could share all of these. Book Skin Deep has simple shape but the truth is know: it has great and
large function for you. You can appear the enormous world by open up and read a guide. So it is very
wonderful.

Lilian Anderson:

The reserve untitled Skin Deep is the e-book that recommended to you you just read. You can see the quality
of the reserve content that will be shown to an individual. The language that publisher use to explained their
way of doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of investigation when write
the book, so the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also could
possibly get the e-book of Skin Deep from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Joseph Davis:

You could spend your free time to learn this book this reserve. This Skin Deep is simple bringing you can
read it in the area, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not possess much space to bring the actual
printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you quicker to read it. You can save the actual book in your
smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Joe Williams:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you might have it
in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This particular Skin Deep can give you a lot of friends
because by you checking out this one book you have point that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. That book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you information
that might be your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than some other make you to be great people. So ,
why hesitate? We should have Skin Deep.
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